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Warning:   
Read ALL instructions thoroughly before using any and all equipment manufactured or distributed by 

RAGE Fitness Supply and/or Gibson Inc.  Because of the nature of sport, the possibility of injury is 

inherent in athletic activity.  The equipment is intended for use only by properly trained and qualified 

participants under supervised conditions.  When you use RAGE Fitness Supply/Gibson products , know 

your limitations and the limitations of your equipment.  Keep your equipment in good condition by 

inspecting for loose fittings or damage and test for stability before each use. 
 

Product Description: This piece of functional fitness equipment offers a pull-up 

structure, squat rack, bench press, dip station, and gymnastic ring tower all in one. 

Optional wall mounted or floor mounted versions available, as well as universal uprights 

with precise hole placement which allows for complete custom set up. These can be built in 

a linear or perpendicular alignment. Don't let space be a limiting factor in your gym.  

Anchors for wall and floor not included. 
 

Kit Includes: Varies by size and selection 
Specified quantity of 9’6” Uprights 

Specified quantity of 6’ Crossbars / 6’ Pull-Up Bars 

Specified quantity of 4’ Crossbars / 4’ Pull-Up Bars 

Ring Tower / Kickstand if ordered 

Specified quantity of Hardware Packs 
 

Tools Required:  

1. ¾” Socket and Ratchet 

2. ¾” Wrench 

3. Particular tools needed for anchoring are not listed 
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Product Installation for Floor Mounted RAGE cage : 

 

 

 

 

1. Carefully unpack and check all components in your shipment.  For a 10’ Cage, you 

should have (6) uprights, (5) sets of 6’ crossbeams / pull-up bars, and (2) sets of 4’ 

crossbeams / pull-up bars.  Separate all parts. 

2. We recommend beginning with two uprights and your 4’ crossbeams.  Line up the 

holes on the crossbeam gussets with the holes on the uprights.  Install hardware. 

3. Repeat using two upright and other set of 4’ units.  

4. Using a 6’ crossbeam, connect the two shorter sections you just assembled.  Once 

tight, connect 6’ pull-up bar.  It is recommended to have 2-3 people for assembly. 

5. Repeat on other side.  You should now have a 4’ x 6’ square. Now take another 

upright and affix a 6’ crossbeam.  Align next to a 4’ side to make a 10’ total length.  

Attach the pull-up bar below.  

6. Do the same on the remaining two sides.  Once completed, you should have a 6’ x 6’ 

box with a 4’ x 6’ extension to make a 6’ x 10’ total space.  Tighten all hardware 

and make sure unit in completely square.   

8. Make a mark on the floor through each hole in the floor plates.  Move unit to the 

side to allow you to drill your holes for mounting.   
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9. Using the hardware of your choice, install anchors into concrete.  Once all anchors 

are correctly installed, move unit to correct spot and tighten bolts to anchors. 

Note: Visit your local hardware store for recommendations on proper mounting 

hardware. 

Add-On Sections: 

1. Follow instructions above and assemble all additional parts before anchoring into 

the ground. 

Product installation for wall mounted RAGE cage: 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Assemble entire unit.  Be certain that the cage is in the correct location and mark 

the holes on the wall and the floor.  Move unit slightly. 

Note: We do not send floor or wall anchors.  You must provide your own hardware 

dependant upon your surfaces. 

2. Drill and set anchors in floor and wall.  Slide unit back into place and secure. 

Components: 

Ring Attachment:  
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1. To be mounted on the front face of chosen 4’ section.  Insert and tighten bolts. 

Kickstand: 

1. To be mounted on any of the uprights for additional stability and bumper storage.  

* For support, please email info@ragefitness.com.  Thanks for your order! * 

**IMPORTANT** 

Always inspect your Rage Cage for damage to any and all parts before using.  Do not use the 

Rage Cage until you’ve remedied any issues. 

Product Limitations:  

 

No performance guarantees are written or implied if installation is not performed 

according to instructions by a competent party, and RAGE Fitness Supply makes no 

warranty as to the construction quality of your mounting surface. 
 

Guarantee: 

RAGE Fitness Supply equipment is guaranteed for a period of one year from the date of invoice against faulty 

manufacturing or defects in material.  The seller’s sole obligation under this warranty shall be to repair or, at its 

discretion, replace at its expense any defective part or parts.  Material claimed defective must be returned 

prepaid by customer to us for examination, if requested.  Damage caused by extreme usage or misuse will not 

be covered. 

mailto:info@ragefitness.com

